REITHOFFER FAST PASS
COLLIER FAIR 2022
GUEST INFORMATION:
Upgrade your ride experience with a special Fast Pass wristband for only $15.00! The Fast Pass
is limited in quantity each day and can be used on our most popular rides to access the special
designated Fast Pass lane with very limited wait times.
Regular wristband or ticket purchase is required, but not included in the fast pass price.
Individual height requirements must be met for ride entry.
Nonrefundable & rain checks are not available.
Prices are per person and only valid for a single day.
Rides included with Fast Pass for 2022:
1. Air Race
2. Century Wheel
3. Dragon Coaster
4. Freak Out
5. Galaxy Coaster
6. Gentle Giant Wheel
7. Grand Carousel
8. Kite Flyers
9. Music Express
10. Pharaoh’s Fury
11. Starship 3000
12. Stinger
13. Super Himalaya
14. Wacky Mouse Coaster
15. Wave Swinger
16. Wild Mouse Coaster
17. Zero Gravity

______________________________________________________________________________

FAIR PARTNER INFORMATION:

Fast Pass wristbands will be available at special Fast Pass ticket boxes near the midway
entrance.
The guest will receive a special vinyl wristband good for that day only that allows them access
to any fast pass lines at designated rides. This is an additional wristband to be used in
conjunction with tickets or a regular wristband special of the day. Guests must have both the
Fast Pass wristband AND tickets or wristband of the day.
Price:

$15.00 - No Refunds

Availability:
A limited number of 300-500 will be made available for sale on Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays.
Sales and Accounting:
We will be treating the Fast Pass as an upgrade to the day’s promotion. It will be a
separate plastic wristband that will be sold at one ticket box near Guest Relations in or a
location closest to the entrance so the public sees it first after coming through the gate
and it's close to the Mega Pass redemption spot to allow them to upgrade if they wish.
The Fast Pass wristband will be a different color each day.
Ride Acceptance:
We will be limiting the roll out of the Fast Pass to 17 rides this year, but may expand it
to include more rides in the future as space and logistics allow.
We will designate 25% of each ride’s capacity for each cycle for Fast Pass riders. The
remaining 75% of capacity will be left for regular patrons.
The Fast Pass strictly grants access to the Fast Lane, which is a separate entrance just for
Fast Pass purchasers, and is only good for that one day.
The wearer will be required to have the correct number of tickets or that day’s ride
wristband if they wish to ride (so 2 wristbands on wristband days).
The Fast Pass only grants access for the wearer of the pass. Friends and family who do not have
the pass cannot wait in line with someone who does.

